deepwatch Lens Score
THE INDUSTRY’S FIRST SECOPS MATURITY TRACKING
AND PLANNING APPLICATION

CISOs want and need to know how well they and their teams are doing in efforts to keep their organization
safe from cyber attacks. Measuring and benchmarking security posture and effectiveness can be elusive.
Dashboards and metrics are helpful but often miss the bigger picture.
Indexing and scoring maturity posture versus industry peers and versus enterprises overall also provides
invaluable insight. Corrective actions and a clearly defined path to improve overall security is also important.
deepwatch has created an exciting new capability to address these needs - deepwatch Lens Score, an easy to
use application specifically designed for those who are accountable for measuring, monitoring, and improving
their company’s SecOps Maturity.

Meet deepwatch Lens Score.
Try it out here: lens.deepwatch.com/score

Powerful visibility. Concise recommendations. Immediate results.
CISOs are universally seeking answers to three common questions:
1. How mature is my Security Operations Center (SOC)?
2. How do I compare to my peers?
3. What one thing should I do next to better secure my business?
deepwatch Lens Score provides security leaders with an ongoing view into their security posture and what they
can do to improve it over time. deepwatch Lens Score allows you to quickly understand log source collection, use
case analytics, and what your Maturity Score looks like, in the palm of your hand.
deepwatch Lens Score visualizes data collection coverage with an all-encompassing maturity score calculated
by our proprietary Maturity Model. The Maturity Model is the industry’s first scientific way to measure SOC
effectiveness. It gives CISOs the immediate ability to benchmark their SecOps maturity against that of their peers,
and quickly uncover gaps and how to address them. CISOs can then track their improvements and estimate the
impact different improvement actions might make.
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HOW IT WORKS

deepwatch Lens Score provides a customized view of each customer’s environment via data source collection, use case
analytics, and collection coverage. By using deepwatch’s Maturity Model and information collected during customer
onboarding deepwatch Lens Score:
 Analyzes data source ingestion at enterprise scale
 Enables broad threat coverage and visibility across multiple
business units in enterprise environments
 Provides guidance on best practices to improve collection,
coverage, and overall Maturity Score
 Compares your Maturity Score versus industry peers, where it is
trending, and even how you compare to enterprises overall

Are you ready to
understand your
security posture and plan
improvements in your
defense capabilities all in the palm of your hand?

ABOUT DEEPWATCH

CONTACT US

deepwatch secures enterprises via its unique, highly automated cloud
based SOC platform backed by a world class team of experts that
protect your network and digital assets 24/7/365. deepwatch extends
your team and proactively improves your cybersecurity posture via our
proprietary maturity model. deepwatch’s managed security services
are trusted by leading global organizations.

sales@deepwatch.com
7800 E Union Ave, Suite 900 Denver, CO 80237
855.303.3033
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